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ANALYSIS

Accessibility

Transportation & Permeability
FAST MOBILITY
bus 91, 93
metro
train
SLOW MOBILITY
main
pedestrain

PROBLEMS:
1.Nearly half of the
perimeter of the site
is surrounded by fast
mobility infrastructure.
2.The slow mobility
network like bicycle
lines are not so permeable towards the
site.
3.The whole site is
enclosed into tall
iron fence, and there
are only 3 entrances
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ANALYSIS

Environment

Green area
TYPOLOGIES
street green
sports
pocket parks
urban parks
unused green

PROBLEM:
Lack of reaction
between green
fields and the
site.
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ANALYSIS

Environment

Surrounding building condition
BUILDING FUNCTION
residence
factory
market
school

POTENTIAL:
Transformation
of some existing
building by introducing FEWs system.
(like rooftop agriculture field)
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ANALYSIS
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The shadow of surrounding building dosen’t impact the site much.
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The shadow of surrounding building dosen’t impact the site much.

PROBLEM:
building axis is nearly overlapped with north-south direction. It’s better to make some
changes on the shape and opennings of the pavilion, in order to avoid direct sun light from
east and west direction.
POTENTIAL:
The shadow of surrounding building dosen’t impact the site much, perfect for urban farm.
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ANALYSIS

Environment

Window direction

problem:
windows are all facing North, the pavilion is without enough sun light and interior temperature is low.

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP AND FACILITIES
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ANALYSIS
Social relationship & Facilities
DIAGRAM

FACILITIES ON SITE

SOCIAL GROUPS

FACILITIES NEAR THE SITE

MARKET SALE
PAVILION

BY-PRODUCT SHOP

BUYER
residents nearby
supermarket workers
elderly
immigrants
-- people who need
food in low cost

PARK

WAREHOUSE

BANK &
POST OFFICE

SELLER

PARKING

CAFE & BAR

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
SOGEMI

PARKING

WASTE COLLECTING
POINT

WORKER

PUBLIC
TRNSPORTATION

PROBLEMS:
1. The parking area is not used efficiently - some of it could be changed into urban farm to act productively.
2. The waste collecting point is chaotic, organic waste is everywhere - create compost systems together with urban farming.
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PROPOSAL

Horizontal & Vertical Urban Farm

foods are the most
important to people.
We can’t live without
food.

present: 6.8 billion people

uses cropland
the size of
South America

=

population
growth
2050: 9.5 billion people

=

+

require added
cropland the
size of Brazil
feeding the future: not enough
arable land......

cut transportation cost
solution

urban farming
(agriculture revolution)

save water
save energy
improve marketability
change residents’ lifestyle

benefits
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PROPOSAL

Horizontal & Vertical Urban Farm

URBAN FARM:
Urban farming is most certainly the way of the future. Besides creating a green oasis in the urban chaos, reconnecting city
dwellers with nature and the therapeutic hands-on experience of growing crops, urban farming offers a more sustainable,
secure, accessible food supply as well as pointing to an attitude, lifestyle change. Moreover, the use of ‘artificial land resource’
(rooftops) in dense urban areas as productive terrain can improve the micro-climate.
HORIZONTAL FARM:
parking space is too big, and during the day, most of its area is vacant. So, we can change some of these area into a farm to
make the landuse more efficiently.
for surrounding existing buildings, espatially industry buildings, we can create rooftop urban agriculture fields.
VERTICAL FARM:
introducing agriculture production into a building is no longer a novelty. Besides its productive feature, it also helps to design
building passively.
CONCEPT SCHEME:
horizontal farms next to the housing
& vertical farms in the housing

PRODUCTION

residents
&
workers
&
students
SELLING

buyers
can obtain food even cheaper

WASTE COLLECTION AND USED
AS FERTILIZER
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TECHNOLOGY

Horizontal & Vertical Urban Farm

URBAN FARMING TYPOLOGIES:
1. GEOPONICS
- DEFINITION: growing plants in a normal soil. Traditional farming.
- ADVANTAGES: mass production of wheat, corn, soybeans, cotton...
with insect pollination
- DISADVANTAGES: more unreliability and less efficiency
2. HYDROPONICS
- DEFINITION: is a method of growing plants using mineral nutrient
solutions, in water, without soil. Terrestrial plants may be grown with
their roots in the mineral solution only, or in an inert medium, such as
perlite or gravel.
- DISADVANTAGES: Initial set up cost of hydroponic system is high;
Bacteria attack, and may be diffused with the flow of the culture medium; Plant roots too wet, it may lead to verticillium wilt; Limited varieties of vegetables and Fruits; without insect pollination (more intensive labor)
3. VERTICAL FARMING
- DEFINITION: is the practice of producing food in vertically stacked
layers, vertically inclined surfaces and/or integrated in other structures. The modern idea of vertical farming uses controlled environment agriculture (CEA) technology, where all environmental factors
can be controlled. These facilities utilize artificial control of light, environmental control (humidity, temperature, gases,..) and fertigation.
- DISADVANTAGES: High cost; Limited varieties of vegetables and
Fruits; without insect pollination (more intensive labor)
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TECHNOLOGY

Horizontal & Vertical Urban Farm

URBAN FARMING TYPOLOGIES:
4. AQUAPONICS
- DEFINITION: refers to any system that combines conventional aquaculture (raising aquatic animals such as snails, fish, crayfish or prawns
in tanks) with hydroponics (cultivating plants in water) in a symbiotic
environment.
- DISADVANTAGES: expensive to setup as the system requires
pumps, tubing, and tanks/beds; Seems very complicated for the
amount of fish; Aquaponics requires electric energy input to maintain
and recycle water within the system; If one or more components fail
this could lead to the loss of fish and or plants; You can’t grow root
crops (carrot).
5. AEROPONICS
- DEFINITION: is the process of growing plants in an air or mist environment without the use of soil or an aggregate medium.
- ADVANTAGES: Fast plant growth (more oxygen); Easy system maintenance (only root chamber); Less need for nutrients and water; movable without too much effort; Requires little space; Great educational
value (pet plan for kids without making hands dirty)
- DISADVANTAGES`; High cost system; Regular cleaning of the root
chamber; Technical knowledge required; Dependence on the system.
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Horizontal
REFERENCE

Strategic Design for Rooftop Urban Agriculture:
Aquaponic Farm in Basel for Urban Farmers

Large, flat, homogeneous and unused industrial rooftops offer great
possibilities to install urban farms and provide food within the city. Urban farming has a lot to do with the use of unexpressed potential of
the city space. It is a tool to turn them productive. It is a tool to grow
the city. To cultivate it from all the possible aspects as a living environment.
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Horizontal
REFERENCE

‘Compost Islands‘ in NYC

The Green Loop is a network of ten islands that each comprise
a composting hub and public space. A minimum of one island
in every borough would ensure parity and minimize the distance
that garbage trucks have to travel. The composting facilities
would process organic waste and the finished compost would be
carried away by trains and barges.
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Vertical
REFERENCE

New York Vertical Farm

Use empty lots for better purposes, such as the vertical farming concept. This concept will obviously be more popular and broad in the future, especially in metropolitan areas in the world.
On the farming floors, pivoted solar panels are used to let the sunlight in or block it to create suitable environement for different plant
species. When faced towards sun, they create electricty, and when not, they block the sunlight and the heat. This also helps to the natural
ventilation and cuts the expenses for HVAC units. On the rooftop, rain water is collected and used for watering of the plants below. With
all these integrities, not only does the project offers local and organic farming to the habitants of the city -and the residents of the building
itself-, but also a near-zero energy consumption and CO2 release.
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Resources

URBAN FARMING:
1. http://www.slideshare.net/ReneHubbard/technology-in-urban-farming-techniques
2. Urban farming revolution: http://www.mymodernmet.com/profiles/blogs/urban-farming-human-habitat
TECHNOLOGY:
1. Aeroponics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeroponics
2. Hydroponics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroponics
3. Vertical Farming: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_farming
4. Acuaponics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquaponics
5. Geoponic: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoponic
REFERENCES:
1. Hotel Golden Holiday in Nha Trang: http://www.archdaily.com/551447/hotel-golden-holiday-in-nha-trang-trinh-viet-a-architects
2. New York Vertical Farm: https://www.behance.net/gallery/25877577/-New-York-City-Vertical-Farm3. Value Farm: http://www.archdaily.com/477405/value-farm-thomas-chung
4. Rooftop Urban Agriculture: http://www.conceptualdevices.com/2014/06/generic-architecture-as-strategic-design-for-rooftop-urban-agriculture-aquaponic-farm-in-basel-for-urban-farmers/
5. Green loop in New York: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/05/nyc-compost-island-trash_n_4897022.html

